Hierarchical forest attributes for multimodal tumor
segmentation on FDG-PET/contrast-enhanced CT
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1. Abstract
Accurate tumor volume delineation is a crucial step for disease assessment, treatment planning and monitoring of several kinds of cancers. However, this
process is complex due to variations in tumors properties. Recently, some methods have been proposed [1] for taking advantage of the spatial and spectral
information carried by coupled modalities (e.g., PET-CT, MRI-PET). Simultaneously, the development of attribute-based approaches has contributed
to improve PET image analysis. In this work, we aim at developing a coupled multimodal / attribute-based approach for image segmentation. Our
proposal is to take advantage of hierarchical image models for determining relevant and specific attribute from each modality. These attributes then
allow us to define a unique, semantic vectorial image. Sequentially, this image can be processed by a standard segmentation method, in our case a
random-walker approach, for segmenting tumors based on their intrinsic attribute-based properties. Experimental results emphasize the relevance of
computing region-based attributes from both modalities.

2. Context concepts

3. Hierarchical structures

1. A hierarchical structure is a graph representation of an image formed by nodes
k ∈ Θ that are hierarchically linked by
edges e ∈ E via an order relation, e.g. the
inclusion relation [2], or the nested relation
of their frontiers.
2. A node k is an image region formed by
connected pixels/voxels.
3. An attribute h is a value (usually scalar)
that characterizes a node. An attribute
can, for example, be based on notions of
form, spectrality, geometry, etc.

4. Method

6. Vectorial image reconstruction and vectorial Random Walker

5. MSER
This analysis process begins from the extremal
nodes ki∗ (leaves of Ψ), up
to the root, through the
branches, pruning instable
nodes. The stability state
is achieved if and only
if the estimator s(ki ) =
|ki+∆ (h) − ki−∆ (h)| has a
local minimum at ki where
∆ ∈ N denotes the evaluation range.

7. Results
A max-tree τ was built from PET and a ToS Φ from CE-CT for the forest Υ = [τP ET , ΦCE−CT ].

8. Conclusions
1. Multimodality and region-based attributes improved our results (literature
corroboration). Their functional / morphological complementarity allows for a
better delineation of tumors.
2. Vectorial image framework can be exploited by other methodologies.
3. Versatility of relevant attributes and imaging modalities selection with its preferable type of hierarchical structure, allow
to adapt the algorithm according to inherent target properties.
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